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NOTICES.
Tux

Optical Magic Lantern

Journal and Photographic

Enlarger is issued on the 1st of every month, price Two

Pence,

and

Railway

may

News

be obtained

from

Stalls, Photographic

all Newavendors,

Dealers, or from

the Publishers, at the following rates, post free :—

12 months, 3/-.
United States, 75 cents.
Excnanaz Column, General Wants, é&o. (not Trade)—

First

20

words,

6d.;

and

worda, ld.

SMALL

ADVERTISEMENTS

for

every

3 additional

must reach the office not

later than the first post on the 24th of each month,

All

cheques and postal orders to be made payable to the
Magio Lantern Journal Company, Limited.
EDITORIAL
communications
must be addressed,

J. HAY

TAYLOR,

communications

JOURNAL

Street,

Advertisements and

THE

COMPANY,

London,

American

to

E.C.

Agents:—The

MAGIC

business

LANTERN

Limited, 9, Carthusian
International

and 85, Duane Street, New York City.

News

Co.,

83

Wimborne
Minster
and Christchurch
Priory.—The
Rev. Thomas
Perkins, M.A.,
useful writings are known
F.R.A.S., whose

to our readers, has just completed an interesting
| book

on

the

history

of

the

foundation

and

description of the building of the above named.
The book is written in an easy style, and
contains 65 half-tone illustrations from photographs by the author.
It is published (cloth
bound) at 1s. 6d., by Messrs. George Bell &
Sons, London.
oe

Photographic

Bad

Society

&

of

Ireland.—The

annual exbibition will be held in the large hall
of the society, 35, Dawson

Street, Dublin, from

March 26th to 31st. Several medals will be
given as prizes.
An entrance fee of Is. will
be made for each picture sent in. Full particulars may be obtained from the secretary,
Mr. W. F. Cooper, at the above address.
oe

N.S.P.C.C.—On

ood

>

the 19th ult., at the Water-

ford Branch of the National Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Children, a public
lecture was given by Mr. W. Rodden, the

14

The Optical Magic Lantern Journal and Photographic Enlarger.

organising

secretary,

entitled

Work of the N.S.P.C.C.”.

“Ten

The

Years’

lecture was

of

great interest, and the lantern slides which
were projected on the screen greatly admired.
a

An

Object

-

Lesson

in

oa

Geography.—

Quite

lately about 400 children attending the Kendal
Green Public School were invited to a substantial tea and.lantern entertainment.
The

latter took the form of ‘‘An Imaginary Yacht
Voyage Round Great Britain,” calls being made
at all the places of interest en route. As an
object lesson this form was found to be very
effectual, compared
to ordinary class work.
After the lecture some dozens of slides of a
comic nature were shown.
>

War

>

to the children of our village, the subject
took the form of a mixed lecture embracing
current events and temperance subjects, and
@ somewhat scratch set of slides was got
together by the superintendent, who after
arranging
the slides mentalised a lecture.
Influenza
prevented
him
however
from
attending to give the lecture, and at the last
moment. from his bedside he gave the slides
together with

who

together

verbal

instructions

with

two

to a friend,

others

who
had
never run a lantern before, decided to carry
out the entertainment.
The lecturer had a
good voice but apparently little knowledge of
the subject ;and the operators did quite as well
as could have been expected from novices with
the oil lantern. A few of the slides were

~

Sets of Slides.—We

learn that the
war sets of slides published by Mr. E. H.
Wilkie are very fine, and are meeting with
Few other than war slides
a large sale.
seem to be wanted just now.
oe

Short

Length

~

og

Kodak Films.—Kodak, Ltd.,

notify us that they are now issuing short lengths
of film for use with kodaks. They say :—‘‘ Now
and then, especially in winter, the photographer
wishes to take two, or, say, half-a-dozen
pictures, but does not care to be obliged to use
up an entire spool of a dozen exposures before
development.
We have, in consequence, often
had requests for short spools of six exposures.
Owing to this demand, we

have

now

pleasure

in intimating our introduction of short length
spools of daylight changing cartridge film of six

exposures, and two exposures capacity each.”
ee

cod

>

Texoderm.—The foregoing is the name of a
good substitute for leather, at least as far as the
appearance is concerned.
As a covering for

It is brought out by Messrs. Guiterman & Co.,

good photographs, some consisted of secondrate drawings and transfer slides, and others
of rather crude motto slides which had been
made for the occasion by a youth of nine years

Limited, of 35, Aldermanbury, E.C.

of age,

hand cameras, albums, etc., it is very suitable.

Various kinds of leather are imitated in this
material, which is very strong and neat looking.

te

These

Days

~

of

co

High-class

Slides.—A

correspondent from the North sends us the
following :—‘‘ Photography has given us such
beautiful slides—both views from Nature and
reproductions of motto slides—that one expects
everything of the best at lantern lectures
nowadays; however, this is not always the
case. At the Christmas treat recently given

who

was

said

to have

considerable

artistic talent. I send an illustration of a
piece of one of the broken motto slides which
was thrown to one side after the entertainment. With regard to the general success,
those
who
controlled
the
entertainment
thought it was a success, but those who had
paid for admission voted it a failure. I need
say nothing further than repeat the wellknown saying—‘ Fools rush in where angels
fear to tread.’ ”

GENERAL

a few good dissolving effect slides for biWea
unial Jantern; give names or description and
price.—A. & J. Smith, Opticians, Aberdeen.
Brin’s cyliaders, quite new, with tess marks
RS
and wooden cases for travelling, as follows :—Two
60 feet oxygen, one GO feet hydrogen, two 10 feet oxygen.—
Offers ta F. Brown, 13, Gate-street, W.C.
LEARANCE sale of surplus lantera and photographic goods; for lists, apply to Rev. W. J.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

PROFESSIONAL laaternist and cinematographist
of great experience is open to engagements, with
or without his own apparatus, in town or country, on
very moderate terms. Rz2ference, Editor of this Journal.
—Address, Optics, 13, York-street, Walworth, London.
UNIQUE collection ot about 2,000 coioured slides,
including
views
of Palestine, South America,
London, Parise, Italy, Spain, Egypt, etc. etc., many

Christie, Rectory, Newtownstewart,

living

in Paris,

RAWLINGS for tantera slides ; experienced artist to
the trade, special desigas at short notice; firstc'ass colouring a speciality; samples on application to
B. J. Toomassin,

35

Write, B., 3, Katherine-street.

\YLIDE making and colouring by a practical artist and
12

stamps

for samples;

in

sending your slides for colouring, you wish to find aa
artist whose work is always good alike.—M. A. Millwood,
3, Ashbrook-road, London, N.
ANTED,

complete

sets

of lantern

slides, second-

|

hand, io good condition for hiring out trade.—
Address, Optical, c/o OrptrcaL LanTreRN JOURNAL.
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our
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147. Conferring the Freedom of the
at
Volunteers
City—Inperial

WAR

of the Bombardinent of Tadysmith.
. The 4:7 Naval Guns in action at
Oolenso.
This List will be added to.

FUND.

Poem, “ THE_APSENT-MINDED BEGGAR,” and
IN KHANRI,” are publishe 1d by\ Messrs. Newton & Co., at 5s. each; 4s. of
“THE GENTLEMEN
this amount will be paid to the “DAILY MAIL" WAR FUND.

of 3, Fleet Street,
of the “Illustrated

Slides

bringing

light from an Armoured Train
. Melton Prior's sketch (facsimile)

the
George White at Ladysmith.
128. Correspondents. under Fire—tho
Fneimy’s Shrapnel Bursting.
New Detailed Illustrated Catalogue of Lanterns and Slides, 6 stamps.

Caton

£2

orders oan be placed.—Lists, etc., to Slides, c/o

j

OpticaL LANTERN

129. Sniping outside Matekiny.
‘Terrible
130. Bluejacket of H.M.S.

in the Distance.

Bay.

‘

Africs, 20s., cost

OPTICAL LANTERNS AND SLIDESOF THE HIGHEST QUALITY ONLY.

PLAIN SLIDES, 1s. EACH.

Monarch,

|

.

Darlington.

slides South

103., with lecture ; 38 Boer war, 23s., cost 38s. —
9)
W. Hughes. 72, Biddulph-street, Loaicester.
OULH
Afcica.—Porsraits and scenes vf men and
incidents in South African troubles, 6d. each.—
Row'a2ds, G1, Capworih-street, Leyton.
\W ANIED, addresses of lantern slide makers; good

TRANSVAAL

THE

110.

COLOURED

Im

Poste Rest, Bureau 45, Paris.

send

Streatham.

20, The Broadway,

SLOCKS'S lamp, oaly used once, to be sold-cheap ;
also temperance sets of coloured slides, including
A
Havin’s Bay, Our Joc, Ned Ridgway’s escaps, etc.—

years
good representation,
speaking
English,
Germon and French, wishes to represent one or more
firms for cinematographs and magic lanterns at the
Exhibition; write particulars, salary, etc., to Volapiik,

photographer,

or other lantern

valve,

. Cox, Bridgetown, Cannock.
accesories—F’.

Wrench's. Locke’s jet, 17 films,

Exhibition.—Gentieman

Beard’s

for

still

automatic

eclipse carrier, fine adjustment

many 70 and 80 feet;. good condition ; cheap.—.
Moody, Bell & Son, Colonnade, Cheltenham.

pss

Boucher’s

lamp,

1;

Ireland.

Aphengescope, refulgent lamp, reading

K XC AANGE.—

having cost a guinea each; alsoa number of cinematograph films, good subjects, condition almost as new.
Send reasonable offer to S. T’., c/o R. Cuthbert, Huddersfield.

INEMATOGRAPH,

iii.

Enlarger.

The Optical Magic Lantern Journal and Photographic

of Kipling's War

London, have the sole right to make
London News" and “Sketch,” &c.

Slides

from

Pictures

iv.

The Optical Magic Lantern Journal and Photographic Enlarger.

GHNERAL

ADVERTISEMENTS
,— Continued

N_RAND new
original

effect sets in exquisite hand painting,
and

novel;

as

supplied

to most

of the

leading places of entertainment in London and the
provinces; every description of optical effect for stage

\

ILKIE’S ‘‘Solar’’ flint limes are made with the
greatest care, are accurately turned and drilled,
and composed of selected magnesian limestone; the

finest extant; ordinary size, 2s. 9d. per dozen, post free :
large size, 1} inches

in diameter,

a noble lime, per half

dozen, 2s. 3d. post free, packed in air tight tine; Janwork, skirt dancers and illusionists; new dioramic set,
ternists once using these magnificent limes will use no
The Mistress of the Seas; an up-to-date soa fight ; set of
other.—Edmund H. Wilkie, as below.
seven paintings and effects with new movements; send |
* QCYOLAR” mixed gas hign power jet (patent applied
for lists Edmund H. Wilkie, as below.
for), the ideal lantern jet, the most powerful and
perfect
jet yet produced for use in single, bi-unial or
N PECIAL series of effects for single lanterns in various |
triple
lanterns
;send for illustrated descriptive circular.
classes of work; an entirely new departure.—
Edmund

—Edmund

H. Wilkie, as below.

UPID and the Opening Rose; two mechanical slides,
the finest hand

painting, having

four movements ;

unique ; to be obtained only of Edmund

;

H.

Wilkie, as

H. Wilkie, as below.

‘“

Q\OLAR”
high power
jets (patent applied tor)
embrace many important improvements and give
an immensely powerful and concentrated pure white

below.

light; send for particulars
Wilkie, as below.

\ JAR pictures fresh from week to week; Boer
Artillerymen from life, Bechuanaland Police;
Mounted Police ; all full length figures carefully coloured,

“CYOLAR”
high power jeis—On
absolutely perfect combination

2s. 6d. per slide. -—Edmund

H. Wilkie, as below.

H. Wilkie, as below.

NA

brigade

at Ladysmith,

October

31st,

1899.

A beautiful and realistic picture showing the 4.7
naval gun being worked by our bluejackets, while
Juieutenant Egerton is standing by the side watching the
efiect through field glasses; original effects with entirely
new

movements,

showing

smoke

and

shells,

shells

bursting in the air, the long gun continuously flashing,
and presently a shell
bursts
in the
foreground;
Lieutenant Egerton falling back wounded; a bold and

very striking set of three slides.—Edmund
below.

H. Wilkie, as

AFEKING.—With
Baden-Powell
at Mafeking,
November, 1899. After a bombardment lasting
several days, the Boers closed in and made a determined
effort to rush the town; they were led into an ambush
where the guns and maxims played upon them with
devastating effect ; the hurricane of shot creates a mad
panic in the Boers who fly in a rout; this incident is
illustrated by three slides, pictures and mechanical
effects, expressly designed in finest work.—Edmund H.
Wilkie, as below.
Lt

ene of the bridge over the Tugela River.
Placing the dynamite, The explosion, The ruins
by moonlight; three highly worked up photos, new and
original ;to be obtained only of Edmund H. Wilkie, as
below.

OTICE.—These war effects are all without exception
of the highest possible quality, with elaborate
mechanical

effects,

minutely

finished,

and

are

the

grandest war effects ever produced.—Edmund H. Wilkie,
as below.

AV
improved triple and bi-unial lanterns
embody the concentrated essence of a quarter of
acentury’s practical experience at the iate Royal
Polytechnic Institution and elsewhere.
lanterns of
other makers made to register. Mathematical precision
guaranteed. Advice and assistance given in cases of
difficulty. Write or call; send for lists.—Edmund H.
Wilkie, as below.

Please

mention

is obtained

Edmund

ADYSMITH.—New and original set of effects; The
al
sortie
from Ladysmith, December 7th, 1899.
Long Tom by moonlight. Our men appear placing
dynamite in the breech, They retire, Terrific explosion
covering the whole scene, The ruins of gun; a startling
and realistic set of four slides in the finest work.—
Edmund

value

this Journal

when

for every

and

lists. —Edmund

H.

account of the
of the gases, full

inch of gas consumed.—

H. Wilkie, as below.

“@O0LaR”™
high power jets are the most highly
finished and beautifully constructed limelight
jets extant;
the work being executed by scientific
mathematical
instrument makers, and not
brass workers.—Edmund H. Wilkie, as below.

ordinary

“(VOLAR”
gh power jets are adapted tor any purpose
for which a limelight is required; their interior
formation causes them to work smoothly and silently
under all pressures and circumstances —Edmund
RB.
Wilkie, as below.
\ ECOND-HAND.—Noakes's triple diasolver complete,
d

cost

jackets

63s., price 30s.

with

barrel

(quite new);

Jenses to pull

out,

pair of

rack

fine quality,

double achromatic, 35s. the pair ; small bi-unial lantern;

suit home use or schools and small halls, mahogany
| body, tin lined, all brass fronts, curtain plate, 4 inch

condensers, double achromatic rack object lenses, blowthrough jets, dissolving tap, complete; ready for use,
brass rail and velvet curtain at back, £5;a great bargain ;
large objective 33, diameter, by Jamin, Paris, cost £5,

price £2; a few MSS. lectures
Bridgman Smith, Esq., of the
cheap; a few sets of the finest
very low prices.—Edmund H.

and entertainments by
late Royal Polytechnic;

hand painted effects at
Wilkie, 114, Maygrove-

road, West Hampstead, London, N.W.
\ PECIAL triple rack, elegant triple lantern, made by
d
Wrench, and purchased recently new, precisely as
illustrated and desoribed in nearly every lantern dealer's
catalogue, but with one set of lenses only, viz.: 10 inch
focus, largest diameter 3 inches, giving a perfectly clear
definition ; also three mixed jets of '1,000 candle-power,
each by Ottway; three four-way dissolvers, and extra
baseboard and top for use with top lantern as single;
all complete in case £40 cash; guaranteed perfect and
equal to new; to be seen any evening by appointment,
and exhibited by arrangement ; inspection by intending
purchasers specially invited; owner retiring —4. B. C.,
Optican Maaic Lantern JOURNAL office, 9, Carthusianstreet, E.C.
INHMATOGRAPHS, £3 3s., £6, £18; films, 10s.,
15s., 203., 30a. ; clearing sale; lantern:, accessories,

cylinders, jets, saturators, slides;

cheap list.—Hume, 1,

Lothian-str2et, Edinburgh.
BOER
WAR!!!
Including all latest Events, well-paintcd Slides, 8d. each; or
the Set can be had on Hire.
A quantity of good Second-hand
Coloured Slides to clear at 44d. each, including Religious,

Temperance,

Tr.

TT.

Comic, Effects, Mottoes.

WING,

corresponding

CHATTERIS,

with

Lists FREE.

CAMBS.

Advertisers,
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Cinematographic Entertainments
at Sea.

| stood by me during the two hours of the entertainment with a large towel with which I had to rub
myself down every few minutes!
But I never
By E. H. STEVENSON.
wish to have a more attentive and appreciative
audience than I had that night.
N
October
18th
the
R.M.S.
The third entertainment was given to the first“Omrah” left Tilbury Docks for
class passengers on their promenade deck. Among
Sydney, and I had the good fortune
my audience on this occasion were Col. Allen,
to be one of the passengers for
Lieut. Balston, Lady Gore Brown, the Right
Australia, where I am to carry
Hon. Earl of Cavan, Countess de Heriz, Lieut.
out a series of entertainments
Howard, Lady Lambert, Lieut. Myers, Lieut.
and lantern lecture engagements.
We
Pringle, Lady Tangye, our Captain Commander
had

1,010

souls

on

board,

including

J. F. Ruthven, and the officers of the ship, and

about 180 first-class passengers, 200 secondclass passengers, and 180 naval men _ that
our ship took out to the Australian station.
I should be very pleased to give you a
detailed account of our interesting voyage,

the chairman Dr. Sydney Jones,.and about 150
other saloon passengers.
The fourth entertainment was given as we
were steaming across the Indian Ocean to
my fellow passengers in the second saloon,
and was my lantern lecture ‘“‘ Reminiscences of

of the great storm in the Gulf of Lyons, of
call and stay at Marseilles,
Naples,

our

Windsor Castle and the Queen.”

Port Said, Colombo, Albany, Adelaide, etc.,
of the burning mountains of Vesuvius and
Strombski, of the whales, sharks and flying

fish, of how we caught an albatross, and of
a thousand and one other interesting events
of this record voyage of the ‘“Omrah,” but
this is not what the Hditor wished me to
write about, but rather to tell you of a series

of entertainments I had the pleasure of giving
on the voyage. At most of these entertainments I used my American bioscope in conjunction with an optical lantern and electric arc
lamp. By special arrangement with the Orient
Company, I had the lamp connected
with
the ship's mains, and thus obtained a current
of 100 volts.
The first entertainment was
given in the saloon, which I need hardly say
was

packed

to

the

doors,

Mr.

F. Woodhill

taking the chair.
The following
which was printed on board :—
R.ALS. ‘OMRAH,”

A

CINEMATOGRAPH
WILL

THE
On Wednesday,

By
REALISTIC.

is the bill

MEDITERRANEAN

SEA.

ENTERTAINMENT

LE

HELD

IN

SALOON,

October 25th, 1899, at 8 o'clock,

Mn.

E.

H.

MAJESTIC,

engineer of the “ Omrah,” who, with

the help

of Dr. A. H. Baring Deck, took charge of the
arc light and the lantern on each occasion.
The following was written at the close of my
second entertainment by one of my audience—
; the carpenter’s mate, Mr. R. H. Long :—

Stevenson.
ARTISTIC.

Mr. W. Scott,

of Newcastle, taking the chair.
The last
entertainment was given in the open air on
the main deck on Saturday evening, November
llth, the purser, Mr. G. A. Thompson, taking
the chair.
My silver-faced screen was suspended from a
derrick by some of the sailors. My apparatus was
erected on the second saloon promenade deck,
on which also was the chairman and the second
saloon passengers ; on the boat deck above us
were the first-class passengers, and on the main
deck below were the third-class passengers, the
naval men, and the ship's crew. The screen
was so arranged that all could see the pictures.
It was a bright, warm, moonlight night, and I
shall never forget facing my unique audience on
this interesting occasion, as our splendid ship
was steaming towards the Australian coast at
the rate of 17 miles an hour.
I’ am deeply indebted to the electrical

COMIC,

The second entertainment took place as the
ship was passing through the Red Sea. This |
was given in the forecastle on Saturday night to
the naval men and boys and their officers. The
thermometer stood at 120, and I question if ever
an entertainment was given before under such
conditions. I not only had to take my coat and
vest off but also my shirt!
And a bluejacket

THE TWO STEVENSONS—R. L. and E. H.
The one with fluent pen can keenly throw
Pictures of life upon his book, and lo!
We look thereon and see men come and go,
As on this earth ;

And love and pain and passion flow
In tears and mirth.
The other with a film before a light,
The whole world marshals to our startled sight ;
And flings broadcast in dancing black and white
Upon a screen,
Till scarce we dare to think we see aright,
But in a dream.
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By EDMUND

Effects
XIV.

H. WILKIE.

(Late Royaut Potyrecunic

Y

Journal and Photographic Enlarger.

INsTITUTION.)

EFERIINCE was made in an editorial
note which appeared in the Decein-

\) ber number of the Maare Lanrern
SVS
253

JouRNAL to the retirement from the
lecture platform of one of the most
prominent figures in the lantern

world.

Iallude

to

Mr.

B. J. Malden,

whose name will be familiar to lanternists
all over the world who are interested in the
higher forms of dioramic entertainments.
It may appear at first sight that there is very
little connection between a series of papers
descriptive of lantern effects and this editorial
note,

but such is nevertheless

the case; and

it

affords a good opportunity for the introduction
of a few valuable considerations.
In reading this note we find the following
words :—‘‘ This popular lantern lecturer, whose
name has long been a household word, has at
last decided to retire. Mr. Malden has probably
made more money by his lantern lectures than

any other lecturer.” I think it may be asserted
without fear of contradiction that although the
ranks of lantern exhibitors contain a goodly
number
thropic

with professional

financial reward as the
result

of their

If it be true, as

exertions.

it undoubtedly

is, that

Mr.

Malden has succeeded in materially benefiting
his banking account in a greater proportion than
anyone else, we shall be doing wisely to consider
for a moment

how

he has succeeded

in accom-

plishing so desirable an end.
Of the genuinely interesting lectures wrilten
with so much care and delivered in his own
easy, unaffected and pleasing manner, which
made us all feel on a friendly footing
at once, I have no time or space to say much
now, perhaps a more fitting occasion may arise,
but there is another aspect of the case with
which we are now more
immediately concerned.
The lecture was half the battle,
illustrations

formed

the other

it is to this point that I desire
most particular attention. I
to the quality of his pictures,
whose experience dates back
know that they consisted of

half,

and

to direct your
need not refer
all lanternists
a few years
hand paintings

exhibitors,

who

say, “ These

effects are beautiful and striking, but I am
doing very little business and cannot afford
them.
WhenI get more engagements I will
certainly go in for some of this kind.” But
this

is an

entire

mistake;

it

is a mistake

which cannot too frequently be pointed out
and insisted upon.
My very dear friends, if you wish to do
good business and get good fees, you must
first have good apparatus to exhibit with,
and good pictures and effects to show. You
must first deserve success, and believe me
it will come.
I think I am correct in stating that Mr. Malden frequently paid as much as 25s. each
for his paintings, and you may depend upon
it that he found it to his advantage to do
so in order to retain his

of gentlemen who exhibit for philanpurposes,
without
anticipation
of

benefiting themselves in any way, yet the
majority of exhibitors would prefer to reap a

the

of the very highest class, elaborately worked
up photographs, and a fine series of novel
mechanical effects, all correctly registered.
Now what conclusion does this lead us to?
What is the lesson that we learn from Mr.
Malden’s experience? Why this; that if he
made more money by his exhibitions than
any of his contemporaries, be also in the
first place spent more; and there we have
tle whole case in a nutshell.
The writer frequently comes in contact

well-earned

Can

exhibitors,

reputation,

therefore, expect to meet with

the same measure of success if they exhibit
abominations in the form of slides costing
a few pence each?
What should we think of a butcher who
sent out circulars and published advertisements
regarding a new business he was.
establishing, and then opened his shop with
one mutton chop which had seen its best
days, saying he would wait until he received
some orders before he invested in any more
meat.
Should we expect him to do a flourishing
; business? This may appear an extreme view
of the case, but believe me the parallel is
not overdrawn.
We cannot reap the harvest unless we first
sow

the

seed,

and

this

is the

root

of

the

difficulty experienced by many in attracting
the public to witness their exhibitions.
Plain photographs and single lanterns are
admirable in their place, which is as adjuncts
to the lecture table for the exhibition of an
occasional
diagram, but
pictures
without
colour or movement soon pall upon the most
interested audience and do not in any sense
form genuine lantern entertainments.
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RILEY

Vv

BROTHERS, {7D.

BRADEORD.
x

v~OoNXN

ARTISTIC

Ko.

Slihpe

- THOMAS'S

Lantern Slides PLATES AND FILMS,
GRAYSTONE
BIRD,
ORDINARY or ISOCHROMATIC,
ARE

PUBLISHED

BY

WHITE LABELS.
Jenin AGNARY.
do.
EXTRA RAPID do.
“AI”

Tae ra
FOR SLIDES.
MEDALS
PRIZE
TEN
NEW SUBJECTS, 1899-1900.
Beautiful Studies of Children— Sheep Studies—Barnum's
Procession— Large Series of Artistic Studies by the Sea—
Genre—Fishermen and Vessels—Sea and Sky Effects—
Sunsets— Beautiful Series of West Cornish and St. Ives’
Scenery—etc.
TESTIMONIAL.—“I

have seen your slides more

RAPIDITIES.

IN THREE

BATH.

Photographer,

|

«YELLOW LABELS.
cu aehtnewn
EXTRA RAPID do.
way"
do.

The Extra Rapid are three times and “A:" alx times faster than the Medlam.

| PLATES 3 1/- 32°33 4/3 R. W. THOMAS & | Co., Ltd.,
FILMS «1/6 33/8 16/6] ruonnton ueaTH.

than once

at the R.P.S. Exhibition, and know their beautiful quality.
They
are quite beautiful.
1 do not wonder you get medals for them. The
medalled ones are superb.”
Rev. H. R. Campion, Ely.

CATALOGUES

Are

FREE.

TRADE

CRETONfor Brilliancy
LIME ofCYLINDERS
unsurpassed
Light and Hardness
Lime.

+ ONE

The Best and Cheapest on the Market.

TRIAL

WILL

PROVE

Send for Prices and Particulars

CRETON

H.

SUPPLIED.

NOYCE,

85,

PECHKHAM

THIS

FACT.

to the Manufacturer

J. BONNEVILLE,

of

..

.

Maker

Blow-through Jets from 7/6,

of the

Equal

LIMES,

Apparatus.
Mixed Jets from 8/6.

to the Best.

Repairs to Lanterns and Cinematograpis,

Nunhead
RYE,

of Limelight

S.E.

Lane,
208,

ST.

JOHN

STREET,

CLERKENWELL.
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Grandvaal

and South

HMfrica,

’
N addition to our sets of ‘‘ East Coast of Africa,” ‘‘ South Africa,’ and ‘‘Johannesburg,” we
have arranged with Mr. Nevirte P. Epwarps, Author of the “ Transvaal in Peaceand War,”

lecture,

which

unique set on the market :—

is the most

TRANSVAAL
18
19
20
21
22

Introduction, No. 51.
F
Mail Steamer Arriving at Cape Town,
A Wine Farm at the Paarl.
Ostrich Farm in the Karoo.
Kimberley—De Beers Mine.
Kimberley—Kaffir Compound.
Klerksdorp Coach.
Bloemfontein—General View.
Bloemfontein—Market Square.
Johannesburg— Panorama.
AVEWHAH
WON
10 Johannesburg — er First House.
1r Johannesburg —Morning Market.
12 Jobannesburg—Market Buildings.
13 Johannesburg—Commissioner Street.
14 Jobannesburg—National Bank.
15 Johannesburg—The English Church.
16 Typical Bit of the Veldt.
17 Gold Mining—Panning for Gold.

Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold

IN

PEACE.
35
36
37
38
39
40

Mining—New Primrose Mine.
Mining—Ore Sorting Room.
Mining—2,o00 Miners.
Mining—Native Compound.
Mining—Simmer & Jack’s Mines.

23 Pretoria—Panorama.
24 Pretoria—Raadzaal Parliament House.
25 Pretoria—Dutch Church, Raadzaal, and
Grand Hotel.
26 Pretoria—President Kruger's House.
27 Pretoria— Boer Mounted Police.

28
ag
30
31

Slides as under with

(not drawings) Lantern

NEGATIVES

to publish from his DIRECT

descriptive

4I
42

43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51

A Typical Boer Farm.
Paardikraal Meeting.
Boers Outspanned.
A Country Railway Station.

32 Barberton—Panorama.
33 Barberton—Pilgrim Street.
34 Barberton—Market Square.

Difficulties of Ox Waggon Transport.
Three Swazi Boys.
Delagoa Bay.
Majuba.
Majuba—Spot where Colley Fell.
Majuba—Monument to Officers and Men
who Fell There.
A Boer Encampment.
A Pass in the Drakensburg.
Euphorbia Candelabra and Date Palm.
Native Wedding Dance.
Rorke's Drift.
Bond's Drift, Lower Tugela.
Pietermaritzburg—Zulu War Memorial.
Durban—Town Hall.
Durban—West Street.
Durban—Port and Shipping.
Introduction.

READING-—SIXPENCE.

TRANSVAAL
Map of South Africa.
Mounted Uitlanders.
Battle of Krugersdorp.
Street Scenes in Johannesburg.
Types of Boer Military.

i
|
\
|
|

Kruger.

IN

(From

WAR.

18 The Last Link with Home.
1g
20
21
22

Feeding Troopers on Board.
New South Wales Lancers.
General Buller.
~
leaving
‘Dunottar
Castle”

37 The Last Cartridge.

ampton.
i 23 Fleet of Transports for the Cape.
Embarking
Artillery.
| 24
i 25 Departure of Dublin Fusiliers.

38
39
40
41
42
43

i

44 Lancers Engaging a Party of Boers.

South-

i

Chamberlain.
Milner.
Boers Leaving Johannesburg.
ANAWNH
WAN
10 Besieging Recruiting Station at Cape.
Ir War and the Queen's Shilling.
12 General White.
3 General Joubert.
14 Exodus of British from Johannesburg.

26 Points of Interest.
! 27 A Brush with the Boers at Ladysmith.
i 28 Armoured Train goiog into Action.
i 29 Ladysmith.
30 The Dark Side ofVictory.
on Bulwana Mountain.
31 “ Long Tom”
42 Durban Light Infantry Marching Out.
33 Panorama of Battle of Elands Laagte.

15 Shipping Horses.
16 Departure of First Army Corps.
17 Writing Last Letter before Leaving.

Illustrations.)

34 Charge of Guards at Elands Laagte.
35 Final Charge.
36 A Well Aimed Shell.

EADING—ONE

45
46
47
48
49
50

Despatch Runner Overtaken.
Battle of Reitfontein.
Storming of Groblers’ Kroof.
Nicholson's Nek.
Col. Baden-Powell’s Night Reconnoitre.
Boers destroying Railway Truck.
Taking Talana Hill by the British.
A Scene at Talana Hill after the Battle.
Artillery Racing into Action.
Imperial Light Horse to the Rescue.
Lancers Storming a Boer Laager.
Royal Visit to the Hospital Ship.

SHILLING.

We are issuing Supplementary Lists of Views from time to time, as important events
occur, consecutively with the above, and with descriptive matter for each.
SUPPLEMENTAL
51 South Africa Christmas.
52 American Hospital Ship ‘‘ Maine.”
53 Storming the Boer Position.

65
66
67
68
69
70

Blue Jackets Leaving Durban.
Blue Jackets in the Trenches.
A Quiet Day in Camp; a Kaffir Dance.
A Midnight March.
Driving Back a Boer Outpost.
An Act of Mercy.
A Messengerof Death.
Battle of Belmont.

Descriptive

We

can

now

supply

Bridging the Orange River.
Sir Charles Warren.
Lord Roberts.
Lord Roberts Leaving Southampton,
Lord Kitchener.
Patriotic Speech of the Canadian Premier

| 75
76
77
7%
79
80

71 Caught on the Hop.
72 Crossing the Klip River.

Matter

will

|

be

furnished

SLIDES

from

for

all

8:
82
83

84
85

73 ACripple’s Handicap at Wynberg.
i 74 Patrolling with Brabant’s Horse.

LANTERN

Lord Roberts.
Sir Charles Warren
Sir Alfred Milner.

SLIDES.

at Belmont.
64 Battle of Modder River.

54 The Last Train to leave Ladysmith.

55
56
57
58
59
Go
61
62

WAR

| 63 Guards’ Charge

Taking the Heavy Guns to the Front.
The Gallant Defender of Ladysmith.
Disaster to Armoured Train.
Map of British and Boer Positions.
Sir George White Thanking the Troops.
An Incident of the Bombardment of
Ladysmith.
Trapped!
A Picket Surprised.
Colonel Baden-Powell.
Beleaguered Mafeking.
Sortie from Mafeking.
Taking the Queen's Shilling at Guildhall-

Supplemental

DIRECT

Slides.

NEGATIVES

Lord Kitchener.
Lieut.-General Sir George White, V.C.
Lieut.-General Lord Methuen.

of

So

€

«

Lieut.-General Sir Forestier-Walker.
Lieut.-Colonel Baden-Powell.!
General Hector Macdonald.

-«

YORK & SON, 67, Lancaster Road, Notting Hill, LONDON, W.
Please

mention

this Journal

when

corresponding

with

Advertisers.
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We must have fine pictures and we cannot do
without effect slides, as they form the very
backbone of popular dioramic exhibitions, and
to pay we must be popular. This being the

surprise of the savant, who starts back in
|the
surprise; the movement to the head being

obtained by the lever handle.
The picture is painted upon a blacked out
case, let us turn once more to our immediate
glass fitted into the centre of a. frame, as
subject ‘‘ Effects” and proceed with the descrip- : shown, the head being omitted, and in its place
tion of the details of the Mechanical Serpent
is a clear space sufficiently large to allow the
commenced in the last number of our series.
| head to move without touching the black portion
It was there promised that more definite | surrounding. A piece of horn is then cut
of the
details of the construction of this wonderful
size and proportion as shown in sketch, and
slide should be given, and in Fig. XLI. we have
loosely rivetted to the arm a, which is secured
an enlarged diagram of the various portions of
to the frame by screws.
which it is composed.
It consists of four plates

Fig. XLI.
of thin transparent
horn
loosely rivetted :
together, the actual position of the rivets with
regard to the curves of the snake being clearly

shown in our sketch. Each plate moves upon
a pivot in its centre which pivot is formed by a
rivet which passes through the horn and is
fastened in the extreme end of one of the black
leads in drawing. These bars are not fixtures
but work loosely upon a screw which passes
through the opposite end and is secured firmly
into the back plate of brass upon which it is all
built up. The head of the reptile is in two parts,
the upper portion with thé eye being upon the
end plate of horn on the right hand side and the
lower jaw being upon the supplementary plate A
which being pivoted just above the jaw allows
the mouth to be opened or shut as desired by
moving the
lever shown in our last paper.
ne small
sm
The opening in the brass plate through which
the snake is seen is described by the dotted
lines.
Many ingenious movements have at various
times been arranged by using small pieces of
horn or tale rivetted in places and allowing of
a slight movement; and another example of
this description of slide is given in Fig. XLII.
In this picture we see a scientific gentleman
inspecting the interior of a large glass vessel
apparently empty.
Perhaps he has discovered

& new
to the
placed
ment
sitting

gas, and wishes to learn if it is offensive
nose. Beneath the table on which it is
is a small demon, who by a slip movejumps through the table, and is seen
on the bottom of the glass jar, much to

Fig. XLII.

Upon this piece of horn the head is painted,
and the manner of working will be easily
gathered from the diagrams. Formerly many
effects were worked out upon horn foundations,
but the substance does not suit modern requirements if used in large pieces, owing to the much
greater heat given by the high-power jets in
ordinary use at the present time. Where a
small portion of a thin transparent substance is
, required, mica or tale is found to answer all
requirements, but owing to its “‘ powdery ” nature
it is not suitable where the substance hag to
work upon a pivot driven through it, asin that
, case it very quickly wears away and the hole

; becoming too large the movement falls to pieces.
- Talc, however, is very useful where the framework of the movement can be made of sheet
metal with spaces cut out where any painting is
necessary ; these holes can be covered by plates
of tale secured by rivets and the artistic work
executed just in the same way as upon glass.
:
This method
of preparation has many
advantages over painting upon glass pure and

simple.

Most lanternists must have experienced

the extreme annoyance of blacked out effects
continually cracking, sometimes during a critical

portion of the exhibition. This is caused by the
blacked surface absorbing more. heat than the
glass can manage to cope with by expanding,
and the more powerfu! our jets the more we
Such effects as
suffer from this annoyance.
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rack motions

and

liable to these

breakdowns,

slip glasses are peculiarly
but in most

cases

By this time his companion, who was a very
powerful

man,

had secured

him, and with the

the difficulty can be entirely avoided by using | help of two more he was borne away a raving
madman.
Upon-enquiry in the village I learned
the combination of tale and metal just recomthat he was a local gentleman who was born and
mended.
reared in the village. As a young’ man he
In the next paper I shall endeavour to
developed a passion for skeleton collecting which
represent a slide prepared in this manner.
| in time became & perfect craze and ultimately
unhinged his mind. His companion—an attendant—had managed to keep him in check by
eschewing everything in the shape of skeletons.
Probably the dancing skeleton stirred up the
An Unrehearsed Effect.
latent spirit within him. which unfortunately
By THOMAS
BYFORD.
ended so disastrously.
Ta
BOUT 12 years ago I was touring
through the county of Essex with
I did !
a magic lantern exhibition.
not touch
towns, but confined |
9
myself to village schoolrooms.
I
On Limes.

arrived at a remote village (which for

certain reasons must be nameless)
=
one day about noon.
After partaking of
dinner, and transacting what business required
to be done, I thought, as the day was fine, I
would go for a stroll.
I had not proceeded far when I met two
gentlemen gathering blackberries.
Business
instinct prompted me to stop and give each of
them a bill relative to the entertainment to be
given in the schoolroom that evening. One of
the gentlemen entered into an animated conversation with me, which

the other tried hard

to repel ;but seeing I was bent on talking he
gave way. Question after question was asked
about myself and the show, which I freely

answered.
Suddenly
he asked me
if [I
would go home to tea with him. I politely
declined, after which he became very angry and
declared he would not come to the entertainment.
I thought all this very strange at the
time, but as I had often met some very curious
people, I did not pay much regard to it. At
last I bade them adieu, and went for my stroll.
Soon after the doors were opened in the
evening, my two gentlemen acquaintances of

By

G.

W.

ATIENCE
economy;

NASH.

is a
but

virtue”—so
one

can

have

is
too

much of a good thing, and, as
Josh Billings would say, ‘‘ Limes
is a circumstance.’
We
all
appreciate a good thing when we see
it, but how many of us care to pay
a
for it.
Recently, I have been much
exercised in mind by certain communications
on ‘Lime Turning.”
Some correspondents
JOURNAL,
Lantern
of the Oprtican Macic
which we all admire and read, want to make

their own

limes, and I suppose they expect
to effect a saving thereby. Now the most
expensive limes I know of (and I have tried
These dear limes
not a few) cost 4d. each.
were

no

better,

but

rather

worse

than

the

cheaper limes I had been using. A good
lime is a jewel. A bad lime is a nuisance.
But how many lanternists can tell a good
lime by looking at it. If you will have a
cheap article—well, the market will supply
you, but do not run away with the idea
that you, an amateur, can make as good a
the afternoon
turned
up and greeted me
lime, or better, than those you can buy—
effusively. All went very merrily until I threw
putting aside the cost of appliances for turning
on the screen the “Dancing Skeleton’’ slide,
the same.
Some correspondents ridicule the
which, as many doubtless know, looks very
notion of manufacturers having control of
gruesome ; but it always excites laughter and
certain lime quarries. Now, just suppose a
applause.
man says, ‘I find your lime suits me.
I
The gentleman who had been so talkative in
will pay you an extra fee for picked lime,
the afternoon jumped up with a yell and made
as I shall specify, on condition that you do
a dash for the screen, which he pulled down and
danced upon. Instantly the room was in an | not supply anyone else, while your lime suits
me.”
This man takes a large quantity of
uproar. I quickly had the skeleton slide out—
unscrewed the lens and let a flood of light upon || lime of that kind. He has taken the trouble
this mn.ost unusual scene.

; to find out the best lime obtainable.
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lime wind it right up.

Don’t let the gas play
just on the top of the lime. If you do, the

There is more '
That is worth something.
than one good lime quarry in this happy |
land.
Do you suppose, oh! my amateur
lime turner, that the owner of a quarry will
throw away his chance of selling, say, five ©
pounds worth of lime to supply you with a»
shillingsworth ? On the other hand, you may «
buy a little lime and turn a few for yourself.
What’s the use? Does it pay? Perhaps the

cost

week

is a consideration.

Well,

made a lime which

for three

shows,

and

I

have

cost me 2d.

a broken

lime

off the

limelight

jet.

Do

You
When

business,

lighting up to turn your lime round a few
while a portion of oxygen is playing on
well as the coal gas. This ensures its
equally warmed.

These seem trifling matters to attend to, but
long practice has taught me that trifles are by
no means to be despised, especially in lantern
work. We are told that trifles make the sum
of human things. They certainly have a great

serve

it is still intact.

your fingers—Nature’s gift.
make your own lime-tongs.
but a little boy in the

when
times,
it, as
being

this
But

perhaps you have a lot of time on your hands,
and in spite of what I have said, determine
to study economy and make your own limes.
Do
you know what will happen?
Lime
turners wear a mask to keep the lime dust
Spectacles are also worn
out of the nose.
to keep the dust out of the eyes; and still
the eyes and nose will bleed—and where is
the saving ?
Economy!
If you are going to make your
own limes, why not make your own jet (a
makeshift of course), also your own lantern?
Just try it fairly for yourself, and when you
can turn a good lime—make your own matches.
Happy thought!
Sometimes you have to
take

chances are that when you light up, your lime
will break in the middle. It is also a good plan

deal to do with the success, or otherwise,

of a

lantern exhibition. ‘If half our misery from
our foibles springs,”’ lanternists will do well to
look after these trifles. Look after the details,
. my dear brother exhibitor; the lime turner
© will look after the limes. But, if you produce
the

best

lime

that ever

was

turned

out,

no

amount of skill in that direction will ever make
up for a slipshod exhibition; so aim at perfec, tion in manipulation of good apparatus, and let
| that be always your first consideration.
—

it with

need
I

not
was —

Cylinder
By

G.

Filling
HASTINGS

Tables.
PHILP.

9 ZARRREE

[ésgSN) BALERS and others are frequently
called upon to supply small odd
quantities of gas at short notice,
[os 253) and, for economical and other
yeasons, generally prefer in such
co “'

we turned the limes with our fingers. Many
a burn we treasured up; but that was in
the old days. Now we have the cog wheel
turners, and get on much better. But now
cases to replenish an empty
as regards limes. How can we get on best | NE
cylinder from one that is full or nearly
@’
with them?
All will admit that a good lime
so. What quantity of gas will run
tech?
is a very important pari of the light.
a
empty cylinder is sometimes
the
into
It will be found in practice that it isa capital
puzzling question, and the appended tables are
plan to have a good look at a lime before using
designed to show at a glance what is desired
it on the jet. You sometimes see a mark like a
to be ascertained.
lead pencil line across the lime. This mark
If we connect a full 40 feet cylinder to an
should make you suspicious of the lime, and
empty one of the same capacity, and open both
it would be well to put it aside for some
valves, it is easy to see that we shall get 20 feet
unimportant work. These lines sometimes come
of gas in each; but in the case of an 80 feet
half way down the lime, at others in a perpendicular direction. They usually point to the | cylinder containing 65 feet, and an empty 12,
presence of striz, i.e., some sandy substance or | the answer is not so immediately self-evident.
It will easily be understood that the larger and
similar impurity, which melts directly the great
fuller the one cylinder, and the smaller the
heat of the limelight reaches it.
other, the greater is the proportion of the
These limes I always avoid, because it is
capacity of the smaller cylinder that we shall
inconvenient to change a lime during an exhibe able to fill. Thus, with a full 100 and an
bition. Even if you have time to change a lime
empty 10, slightly over 9 feet will pass into the
during an exhibition, you are not likely to be
10; but with a full 60 and an empty 40, 24 feet
able to give it a chance to warm up. Now,
will be all that the latter will taxe. The prohere is a wrinkle!
When you warm up your
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portion is nine-tenths in the former case and
three-fifths in the latter.
Having ascertained the quantityof gas in the
supplying cylinder, select the table relating to
that particular size, and the figures in line with
the contents and under the capacity of the
cylinder to be replenished will show the
amount of gas obtainable in that size. For
instance, we have an empty 20 and a 60 found
to contain 54 feet.
40 FEET
wonvents

CYLINDER

40

30

40

20

171

38
86
34
32
30
28

19
18
17
16
15
14

3

'

163
15-4
145
13:7
128
12

06/4

12

)

10°3

|
|

26

24

22

i

11

20

'

10

18

20
126
12
113
106
10
93

10°3
98
9:2
8-7
8-2
76

94!

8

7:3

65

85

66

5:4

77
68

of

=!
i
|

|
|

gas

8-6

may

Furr

6

6

49

§°3

43

Se

so

CyuixpER

| 266

Bee
60
57
54
51

40
_

48

—

| 218

33
30

*

30

20

15

12

eee | ao
[

i
!
|
|

20
19
18
17

15
14-2
13:5
127

12
11:4
108
10-2

10
9°5
9
85

18
168
156
144

|
.
,
'

15
14
18
12

11-2
10°5
97
9

9
8:4
78
7-2

T5
7
6:5
6

132
12

=:
1

11
10

8-2
T5

6-7

66
6

5-4

6

48:

:

27

6/1 «108 |

24

96

16

9
8

1

12

aaa

' 16

, 126

:

\

104 | 89

15 | 118
14
11
13
10-2
12
9-4
“11
8-7
/ 10
7-9
9
71
8
6:3
7
55
6
4-7

Cytinper

| 10

=

98
91
84
78
TL
65
58
52
45
39

| 83
| 7-7
| 72
| 66
| 61
| 55
| 5
| 44
| 3-9
| 33

TABLE.

12

96

Capacity of Empty Cylinder in Cubic Feet.

in

24
22°8
216
20-4

192

45
42
39
36

Mean ad Guisesaciatees

TABLE,

Capacity of Empty Cylinder in Cubic Feet.

mabie

ascertained.

TABLE.

i 20

25
204
23°3 | 191
216 | 17-7
20
163
18:3 | 15
166 | 136
15
12-2
13:3 | 109
116
9'5
10
82

Contents!

wontents

CrLINDER

| haleestnis: oid

100 Feet
60 Feet

be

Capacity of Empty Cylinder in Cubic Feet.

mA

75
70
65
60
55
50
45
40
35
30

T1

also

in the 80 feet table, shows us at a glance that

Gee | 40 | 30
©

have

Suppose 10 feet of gas are ordered, various sizes
of empties are on hand, and an 80 feet cylinder
with 55 feet in it. Reading to the right of 55

in

10-9

8

quantity

Contents

15

of the 20, but we

only taken 6,8, feet out of our large cylinder to
effect this,
The size of cylinder required to take a given

80

13°3

9

16

will be the contents

TABLE.

Capacity of Empty Cylinder in Cubic Fect.

Geet

100 feet table we find 11-6, that is 11,5, feet

8

100
95

90
85

80
7

70,

28-5
971

7

| 243

| 228
a4

20)

ie aye

| 30

2

| 23
| 211

166
158

=

| 20-7
| 196

| 184
| 173

«| 11

15

=

=

' 15

7

. 13
124

141

133
1 125

117

1211

104
9-8

| 12

—

«

.

—e.

|! 10

107
101

| 91
86

91

677

96

82

85 ° 7-2
8
6-8

116 )=6 91TH

CB

55
5

65
| 185 : 15
10°8
60 |171 ° 138 ' 10
55
157
«127
91:
50: 143. «115
83 :
45
| 128 | 10-4
75

8:4
78
TL
65
5°8

69 |
64 |
59 |
53)
48!

59
54
5
45
41

4

35

4:5

37

32

45

40

| 114

«(10

91
8

*

66

| 5-1

52

i

43

| i

| 36

i

| nothing less than a 20 feet cylinder must be
required. By
figures 13-5; therefore 13,5, feet will go into / such means the wasting of remnants may be
largely obviated. It is hardly necessary to add
our 20 feet cylinder. Should the small cylinder
|
not be quite empty, do not blow away the
that the connection used should be of similar
strength to the stem of a regulator, and that
remnant, but add the few remaining feet to
both valves should be well opened. Any arrangethe contents of the large cylinder, and read
as before; thus, we havea 100 containing
ment of flexible tubing or ordinary gas fittings
would be quite useless, and very possibly
65 feet, and a 20 containing 5, 65+5=70, and
to the right of 70 in the 20 column of the | dangerous.
Turning to the 60 feet cylinder table,

find

to the

right of 54 and under

we

20 the | connected to take theé amount
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Shadowgram or Silhouette Slides.
By

THEODORE

BROWN.

JACK-IN-THE-Box.— No.

oo

XII.

T is often the simplest actions that
give the most natural and amusing
effects upon the screen.
Now, the
children’s toy, Jack-in-the-box, has

been the subject of jokes innumerable in comic papers, some being good,
some bad, and some indifferent, as is
the manner of jokes; notwithstanding
which it will, we are confident, bear repetition
in the new form of a mechanical silhouette

slide, and this slide will not be by any means
the least taking of this series. For its construction a slight modification of the ordinary
framework is employed.

21

in the room are also painted in any desired
colour on this glass.
When we remember the reported inordinate
vanity of the average nigger, the dressing table,
with its prominently placed looking-glass, will
not appear quite so out of place as it might at
the first sight. The chair is evidently right in
the foreground,

and must

for that

reason

be

rather large.’ The back fixed glass is now complete, and it remains for us to show how the
celluloid disc is prepared.
First, then, on this disc are painted the body,
head, and arms of the nigger. The position of
the

arms

must

be

noted,

and

care must

be .

exercised that these parts register exactly to
the legs, which are painted on the fixed glass.
The head and shoulders of the awful looking
creature 1, called by way of compliment Jack,
are painted on the celluloid in such a position

OO) Krad.

The reader will best see the points of difference if we first explain how it is fitted up.
There are, then, two fixed glasses, the front one

of which (nr, Fig. I.) is employed solely as a
cover glass. Between these two glasses is a
disc of clear celluloid, c, which being pivoted in
the centre, as will be presently shown, is free to
revolve.
The reader will remark, then, that the

framework
M,N,

must

be

grooved,

as

shown

at

0, £, to allow the celluloid room to turn.

We will now proceed to follow the actual
fitting up of the back fixed glass. In the centre,

and on the interior surface, is glued a small
circular block g, (Fig. I.). Round this block are
painted in black the inquisitive uigger’s legs.
The large box s, which is the objectof the
nigger’s curiosity, is painted in black on this
glass, the binding plates being formed by leaving
the clear glass, which may afterwards be painted
brass colour.
The other articles of furniture

that when the nigger is apparently fumbling
about with what would appear to be the lid of
the box, they are completely hidden behind

the

opaque box. A glance at Fig. II. will show
what is meant, the dotted lines indicating the
positions of the head and lid when the nigger
springs back astounded at the awful vision.
The lid is painted on the celluloid in such a
position that when Jack jumps up from the box,
it will register exactly on the box in its proper
position, as shown in Fig. I.
When the large celluloid disc has been thus
painted, it is pivoted to the circular block 3 on
the fixed glass. It will be seen now that the
block is completely hidden from view by the
nigger’s thighs.
Fig. III. is a sectional view, showing the
relative positions of the glasses and disc; c

22
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represents the disc.
itself without need of
Two holes © and p
in the disc. A small

This diagram explains
further words.
(Fig. I.) are now made
groove F is cut in the

framework, and a screw fixed in it.

Over

this

screw is placed an elastic band, the other end

|

|

Purification
ENE
\
(Wa)

I,

VSD
(Ee SK have repeatedly urged in past
i
issues, says the LHngineer, in

;\

of which is threaded through the ,
hole #, pierced

in the

and secured by means

celluloid,

of a knot.

|

of Acetylene.

aid

common with all other writers on
acetylene, that under the existing
conditions
of calcium carbide
manufacture,

and

the

circum-

sy?
stance that this material is placed on
<>
the market in a ‘commercially pure”
state, acetylene is not fitted to be used as an
illuminant in dwelling-rooms unless it has been
submitted to a rigorous and really chemical
method of purification.
The gas can be evolved from carbide in two
:
radically different ways ; either by dropping the
| solid : into a large excess
eae of water—the so-called
: earbide-to-water principle, where the whole
: interior of the generator is full of water; or it
| can be prepared by bringing water into contact
with carbide—the so-called water-to-carbide
‘principle, where the whole interior of the
| generator is full Z of gas. : We have already discussed the relative merits of the two processes,
and in the present connection have nothing to
do with the matter, except in so far as the
impurities of the resulting gas are concerned.
The normal impurities of

Through the other hole p a piece
of string is threaded and secured
by a knot tied at the end. In
this string, which passes out through a hole in the framework,
are tied two other knots a, H.

The position of these is such that
when the string is pulled out c
butts against the framework, and

S
so prevents
the nigger from lean-

ing back too far ; whilst when the
string is allowed to go back, u
prevents him from leaning down
too much.

These knots, therefore,

regulate the action of the nigger
eae
. Jack-in-the-box, and their
and
positions on the string must be accurately
determined.
On the back glass is fixed the circular mark
B, which is a little smaller than

consequently
disc and the
string. The
the disc, and

the disc, and

serves to hide both the edge of the
movements of the elastic band and
cover glass r is now placed over
the slide is ready for exhibition.

When inserted in the lantern the string is, of

course, free, and the nigger valet is seen by the

crude

which

are

attention,

acetylene,

of sufficient importance
are

three

in

to require

number—ammonia,

sulphuretted
hydrogen, and phosphoretted
hydrogen.
The two former are very soluble in

audience examining the mysterious looking box. | water, the second is chemically absorbed by limeOne could easily imagine
that he had just been

water ; and therefore it is not surprising that

completing his elaborate toilet, and admiring his
in carbide-to-water acetylene, phosphoretted
woolly locks in his master’s looking-glass, when
hydrogen is practically the sole survivor. In
his attention was attracted to the box, occupying
:
eee
; another way, also, phosphoretted hydrogen is

& prominent

position

in the room.

For the { the impurity which gives most trouble to acetylene users ;ammonia and sulphuretted hydrogen
have for many years been well-known impurities
that box, and he bends down to examine it.
for their extraction
But the operator now quickly pulls the string, : in illuminating gas. Methods
have
been
thoroughly
worked
out by coal-gas
and the audience behold the curious nigger
makers,
and
all
that
‘“
acetylenists”’
have to do
spring back with a startled attitude as a truly
In the
awful-looking creature throws open the lid, and | is to borrow or steal existing processes.
coal-gas trade, owing to its enormous size, these
makes its sudden appearance out of the depths
impurities become actual sources of revenue ;
of its box-abode,
and it is necessary to remove them from the
; gas in such fashion that the sulphur and the
10:
: ammonia may be recovered in saleable form. By
the wildest flight of imagination it cannot be
Rontcen Rays 1n Arrica.—So_ successful - conceived that the ammonia and sulphur in
have the various Rontgen ray apparatus been
calcium carbide shall ever become pecuniarily
found to be in locating bullets in Africa, that
valuable, therefore the generator maker is free
several more sets together with skilled operators
to employ any processes for their extraction
are to be sent out to the seat of war.
i which seem good in his eyes, quite irrespective
moment even his toilet was forgotten in his
overmastering desire to explore the contents of
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of the manner in which
during the operation.
In the purification

those

bodies

suffer

of acetylene, then, there

is essentially but one substance to be dealt
with, and this merits considerable study—first,
because it is very difficult to remove without
attacking the acetylene;

secondly, because

left

in the gas it is far more objectionable and
unhygienic than either or both of the others.
On combustion phosphoretted hydrogen is converted into phosphoric anhydride, which immediately takes up water and becomes phosphoric
acid. Phosphoric acid in a closed room produces
a whitish haze, misleadingly called by some
generator makers a smoke, and is very irritating
to the mucous membrane of the nose and lungs.
Traces of sulphuric acid are bad enough, both
in this way and in their action on gold leaf;
probably, phosphoric acid would destroy picture
frames

and bookbindings

to an equal extent,

but it stands far beyond its rival as a throat
irritant. In passing, perhaps a
word

of warning

|
'
|

|
|
'
.
|

generators with purifying vessels containing
some secret chemical (?) substance, and feel
aggrieved when cautious expert writers will not
affirm in print that the process is satisfactory.
Practically speaking, there are on the market
at the present time three distinct methods of
chemically purifying acetylene with varying
degrees of efficiency. These are Ullmann’s
chromic acid, Frank’s acid cuprous chloride,
and chloride of lime. The primary re-agents in
the two former processes are solutions; but
since liquids are not by way of being conveniently employed in practice, owing to the
greater attention required during their utilisation, and to the greater loss of pressure in the
service when the gas has to pass through a
column of reasonable height, they are now being
used in the form of solids after absorption in
kieselguhr.
Ullmann’s solidified chromic acid
Is called commercially ‘‘Herato)”’; Frank's
cuprous
chloride
is known
as
solidified
‘ Frankolin.”
During the past few months all these pro-

i cesses have been submitted

may be offered to those persons who are disposed to experiment wildly on the extraction of
phosphoretted hydrogen. There are plenty of
chemical substances that will oxidise and
remove this impurity ; the difficulty is to find
something that will remove it without simultaneously oxidising the acetylene.
Potassium
permanganate and barium peroxide extract the
phosphorus almost entirely, and some of the
sulphur also; but they attack the acetylene and
cause much waste of gas. Potassium bichromate
at first removes the phosphoretted hydrogen,
leaving the sulphuretted hydrogen behind; but
its activity soon falls off, and it is not of much
value as a purifying material. Ferric chloride
touches neither the phosphorus nor the sulphur.
From the aspect of purification acetylene has
passed through three stages. Originally purification was utterly ignored ; next the gas was

to careful examina-

tion in Germany by a number of investigators,
' whose conclusions respecting the value of the
powders all agree sub| Frank and ; Ullmann pe

| stantially with the opinions expressed by Dr.
Ahrens, to which we referred on page 141 of
our issue for August 11th last. Dr. Abrens, it
will be remembered,

stated that chromic

acid

and cuprous chloride removed all the phosphoretted hydrogen, but left some sulphur
behind;

while

chloride

of lime extracted

whole of the impurities, but introduced
, The new impurities consist of
carbonic

the

others.

oxide

©
compounds
of chlorine, both
| and certain
sufficiently objectionable in their way; but, on
| the other hand, bleaching powder is so much
; cheaper and so much easier to manipulate that
it is very desirable to be able to employ it.
Moreover, on several occasions lately trouble
and

filtered through
glass wool, asbestos,
similar strainiug materials, which undoubtedly

has arisen with

spent chloride

of lime;

every

now and then it heats considerably, and in one
case—at Budapest last spring—when the lid of
an old purifier was lifted the mass caught fire,
then some method of real.chemical purification
injuring, we do not know how seriously, the
was found essential, and more or less intelligently was adopted. Writing in England, we | man who was going to empty and recharge the
fear the above sentence is scarcely correct ; vessel. Not altogether without cause, a small
scare has sprung up, and chloride of lime has
acetylene has not yet passed through the first
been proclaimed too dangerous a material to be
two stages—it is still passing through them.
adopted
for removing
the phosphoretted
Several English manufacturers have recognised
hydrogen from crude acetylene.
the necessity of purification, and manfully have
The earliest suggestion for using bleaching
struggled to cope with it; others calmly put it
powder for this purpose was made by a couple
on one side, smiling faintly when they are
of English or Scotch inventors—English patent,
questioned about
it; others: provide their

are of service in extracting coke and lime dust,
but which cannot be honestly termed purifiers ;
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24,414, 1896;

the real credit

of working

out

the idea undoubtedly belongs to Lunge and
Cedercreutz.
The latter chemists carried out
many experiments about two years ago, and
said not a word about heating. The same |

of moisture

does not appear necessary; it is

sufficient that the gas, either in the generator

or in a separate condenser, shall be
|itself,
thoroughly cooled, and so freed from the greater

proportion of its water vapour. Ammonia must
be removed from the gas before it comes in confully been employed, either alone or mixed with | tact with the bleaching powder, or the violently
some other substances, for quite a long time by
explosive chloride of nitrogen may be formed.
one of the chief Kinglish firms engaged in the . In apparatus of such design, therefore, that the
acetylene business, who, with perfect justice, | acetylene does not bubble through water—in
claim that their material vastly improves the
which, of course, ammonia
is enormously
atmosphere of an unventilated room where the
soluble—a washing vessel must be put before
re-agent,

too,

we

understand,

gas is to be burnt, and

who

has_

assert

success-

that

they

the purifier;

or, if preferred, a vessel holding a

have ‘‘ hundreds of purifiers” in use ‘ giving
little weak sulphuric acid. By remembering
great satisfaction.”
Yet a short while ago
these two necessities—absence of excessive
Professor Vertess published an account of the
moisture and freedom from ammonia—acetylene
acetylene installation at the Hungarian tower
can be quite safely brought into contact with
of Veszprim, in which he said that the burners
chloride of lime, and by that material all the
smoked badly, and the gas exhibited all those
impurities will be removed.*
Now it is said
defects which are recognised as characteristic | that chloride adds carbonic oxide and chlorine
of acetylene generated from calcium carbide of
compounds. We cannot imagine that a method
inferior quality, and burnt
of withdrawing the carbonic oxide-can be
without

worked

purification.

In a later communication to one of the German
technical journals, Dr. Ahrens referred to the
Veszprim difficulty, and explained—without

noticing

Vertess’s

observations—the

whole

matter.
He said that the acetylene of that
town was regularly purified with chloride of
lime,

but that

the gas

smelt

so

strongly

of

out, but we

do consider that such

process is really wanted ; for the proportion

a
of

this highly poisonous gas thus introduced must

be

extremely

minute,

and the acetylene

after

treatment cannot be regarded as in any way

comparable

to modern coal-gas enriched with

carburetted water-gas or to carburetted or non-

carburetted water-gas itself, as regards toxicity.

Probably if this introduction of carbonic oxide
had not been noticed by very

chlorine—by this expression we presume he
meant that the products of combustion smelt so
careful chemists,
strongly of chlorine
— that the consumers
the presence of the fresh impurity would have
grumbled and threatened to go ‘‘ on strike,” and
remained unrecognised
therefore the purifying apparatus was either
for all time.
The
temporarily or permanently put on one side. In chloride compounds are more important, and,
the absence of the purifying system, Professor | fortunately, are more amenable to treatment.
Vertess no doubt examined the condition of By placing a second vessel charged with slaked
affairs, and very naturally he heard complaints ' lime only, after the bleaching powder purifier
almost all the chlorine added by the chloride
about the choking of the burners. The question
can be removed without injuring the acetylene;
thus arises, ‘‘What is the practical value
and as the percentage of chlorine compounds
of chloride of lime as an acetylene purifier, and
that need extraction must also be small, the
can it be employed with perfect safety or not?”
second vessel should remain operative for a long
The whole matter seems to turn, like so many
other industrial problems, on several small and | while and require very little attention. In a
apparently insignificant details. If chloride of recent investigation of chloride of lime for the
present purpose, Dr. G. Benz has asserted that
lime is properly used it is satisfactory and
safe ; if it is improperly used it is a nuisance
this lime vessel must always be added, and his
prescription
and a possible source of danger.
is endorsed by many
other
authorities. It most certainly appears a reasonAlthough it is perfectly practicable to do so,
able precaution, and should be followed until
"it is not convenient in the small installations
where acetylene is the illuminating agent to use
some means for preventing the formation of
these chlorine compounds—if
liquid purifying materials.
Chloride of lime
that be ever
practicable—is discovered.
could be bought in solution, but a slightly
damp powder is preferable for various reasons.
* This statement is distinctly admitted by Ullmann
The acetylene, therefore, must not be too damp
and Goldberg in a recent article; and Ullmann is the
when it enters the purifier. Complete absence
advocate of chromic acid.
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The occasional heating and the possibility of
a fire when the spent chloride is brought into
contact with air and light in the operation of
recharging the purifier, is an unpleasant
phenomenon, but it is equally under complete
control, if we may trust, as we entirely do, the
latest information on the subject.
Ahrens has
found that chloride of lime when used alone
does not exhibit this liability to become hot. It
has been the custom with some firms to dilute
the bleaching powder with sawdust, in order to
render it more porous, and by increasing its
surface make it a more energetic absorber of
phosphoretted hydrogen.
And it is precisely
this mixture of chloride with sawdust which is
principally liable to heat. Manifestly, there is
no peculiar virtue in sawdust as a diluent; a
host of other harmless indifferent substances
are to be thought of on the spur of the moment.
Inasmuch as sawdust has been shown to be
harmful, some of these
substituted.
Ahrens and

materials must be
Benz both make

suggestions; coarsely powdered brick, coke,
slag, kieselguhr, etc., will serve.
Ahrens also
remarks that the chloride must be mixed either
with very little water, or with avery large quantity
of sawdust,
submit, the

to make it quite safe; but, we
total avoidance
of the organic

matter of wood is distinctly more advantageous.
Quite recently an accident occurred in a mill
at Wiirtemberg, where chloride of lime mixed
with keiselguhr was being used ; the water-seal
of the purifier was blown out, the holder bell
was

lifted, the

gas caught

fire, and

suffocated

several workmen, who
remained

if the Frank or the Ullmann process be adopted.
The operation is said to be simpler for a nonchemical attendant ; it is obviously far cheaper.
The one disadvantage of the purified gas, its
minute percentage of carbonic oxide, is far too

trivial to be considered, and no fear need be felt

that the half-spent material
may become a source
of anxiety by overheating, or the spent material a
source of danger by actually catching fire.
ws QOH

The Lantern and Kinetograph as
aids to the Teachingof Languages.
By WILHELM

for several hours.
After the explosion the
purifying material was found to be pasty with
water, although it had been introduced into the

vessel inthe dry state. This catastrophe seems
to have been due'to the gas passing directly from:
the generator into the purifier very hot and
loaded with moisture ; not improbably also the

carbide was unusually bad, and the acetylene

contained a notable proportion of ammonia.
The trouble was aggravated by the employment
of an abnormally large purifier ; for it is reported
that some 90 times more chloride was present
than was necessary to deal with the whole of
the gas evolved by the generating apparatus. Thus we see that by keeping the original
acetylene free from too much moisture, removing
the ammonia, treating it with chloride of lime,
diluted if necessary with some inert inorganic
substance, and making it afterwards pass
through a vessel of slaked lime, more of the
impurities in the crude gas are extracted than |

LEIFELD.

oa as

WEA HE use which has been and is being
24 made of the lantern in schools and
colleges is well known. In techno\G )
logical and scientific courses of
(X- SS!

V4

i=“
ve)

I”
2

instruction

dispensable.

it is practically

History

in-

and geography

are also subjects in which lantern
illustration is of the greatest possible

service,

but

up

to the present

the immense

assistance which it is capable of
the teaching of foreign languages
to
appear
of teachers.

rendering
does not

attention
the
attracted
have
When it does, there is no doubt

that every class-room in every school must be
provided with a lantern, or possibly with a
kinetograph, which shall take tbe place of the
grammar.

unconscious

oe se

How

so? says the reader, who

is

wrestling to learn or to teach a foreign tongue.
You know that the
Well, wait a moment.
usual methods of teaching a foreign language to
a boy or girl at school are utterly wrong In
principle. They are not Nature’s methods; they

are not the methods by which everyone learns
his own tongue without grammar and exercises.
really natural and scientific. method, .
The
therefore, of learning a language is to imitate as
far as may be the method by which one learnt
Simply this:
And how wasthat?
one’s own.
by the simple process of putting together at the

same time into the mind two things :—(1)
the idea or mental picture of a thing, and (2)
Thus we were shown a cow,
its name or title.
told that it was a ‘‘cow,”’ and straightway a
big black, white, or piebald

beast, with horns,

was for ever associated in our minds with the
We learnt it easily, and yet
name “cow.”
unlike most things learnt easily, we never forgot
it. The same thing applied to verbs. We saw
a man running, and we were told that to.do so
was “ torun”; and the two things—the act and
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its title-—became

united.

How differently

are

we made to learn a foreign language.
I was
talking to a little boy the other evening who has
just begun French, and he already knows avoir
and ¢étre all through, negatively, interrogatively,
and negatively-interrogatively!
How different
from the rational and easy system of finding
names for things and facts with which the
student

is familiar,

which

he sees

every day,

and of which, in a short time, he will think in
French or German as the case may be.
Now it is by teaching languages according to
this system—a
system which
is gradually
gaining ground—that the aid-of the lantern is
so valuable.
Itis not possible for the teacher
to actually show his class all the things that he
must

familiarise

them

with,

but

the

lantern

enables him to present them almost as vividly
as the realities would appear, and so to fix
quickly and permanently the
foreign

equivalent

of them in their minds.
a skeleton

lesson,

For example, here is

the slides

for which

will at

once rise before the reader’s mind :—
I fold up my letter,I take an envelope, I open

the envelope, I put the letter in the envelope, I
bring the envelope to my lips, I moisten the
edge of. the envelope, I rub the flap down

with my fingers, I take a pen, I dip it in the

ink, I write

the

address,

I take

the blotting

paper, I rub it down on the envelope, I take a
stainp, I stick it in one corner.
The letter is
ready for the post.
The reader will at once see how many words
the student will learn in a single short lesson,
such as this. Of course, in this particular subject
the teacher could himself act the whole, but

the majority of cases this is not possible,

in

and

the lantern, and if special films can be obtained

the kinetograph, must be used if the greatest
dramatic effect is to be obtained.
I am not
aware that such a use of this has been made of
the lantern, but I am sure that before long it
will be found. essential to the teaching of
languages.
Wide-awake manufacturers may
therefore take a hint and be prepared to supply
a demand which is likely to be pretty considerable.
The slides to illustrate such a series
should, of course, be bold in design, all superfluous details being sacrificed to bring out the
one point of theslide. Good line drawings would
therefore be better than life model studies, and
any slide maker contemplating preparing a
seriés of the kind could no doubt obtain a
skeleton outline made for him from a teacher
according to this system, many of which are to
be found in London.

A Hint to Lantern Slide Makers.*
By H. A. YAN DUSEN.

Fp is almost universally acknowledged
that a first-class lantern slide from
i}
a gelatine plate requires much
experience and skill on the part of

Sy,
p
(5

ae

e
which

the operator.

There is an inherent peculiarity

in gelatine which makes it not specially
suited for giving clear high lights,
is what one really desires in a slide

despite the artistic twaddle about the beauty of
veiled lights.
Brilliancy is the great desideratum

in slide
making if one has any intention of showing his
slides upon a screen. The opalescence of the
gelatine may, it is true, add to the artistic effect
in a window transparency or ona slide intended
to be viewed like a trausparency in the grapho: scope, but any haziness would condemn a slide
intended for exhibition.
A gelatine slide ought to be properly exposed
and properly developed if you expect it to be
considered by a judge, good.
Any doctoring, in the shape of reduction or
intensification or even toning, is but a makeshift.
Endeavour, therefore, to get correct exposures,
and to do this you must study your negatives,
for upon the character of the negatives the tone
of the slide depends. True, long exposure is
liable to give warmer tones, but there is really
very little latitude of exposure allowable in
judging time on a slide.
A very light excess of exposure will cause a
lurring or slight solarization in the intense
lights which would amount to nil in a negative,
but which on projection is greatly exaggerated
amounting to a smudge or smear.
The tone of a properly exposed slide is
satisfactory enough without any subsequent
modification.
Though there are many developers which act
most energetically and beautifully in the making
of negatives, I have never found anything equal
to ferrous oxalate developer for slide work,
(A)

Oxalate of potassa ..

2 ounces (av.)

Chloride ammonium
Water
:
*(B)

Sulphate of iron (cryst.)

Citric acid

..

ae

Water

(C)

Bromide potaseium
Water
:
Sugar

- 40 grains.
. 20 ounces.
..

4 drams

2 drams

. 20 ounces.

1 ounce.
3 ounces.
1 dram.

*« American Journal of Photography.”

(av.)

(av.)
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SILVER LANTERN

SCREEN (Patent).

Lewis Wright and Anderton’s

SILVER

SCREEN

For Cinematograph, Lantern, and all other projection purposes.
Using

a Silver Lantern

brilliancy

of illuminant,

Screen is equivalent

whether

to doubling the

it be Arc, Limelight,

‘FHORNTON- 3 ICKARD

Acetylene,

1S THE

Incandescent Gas, or Oil Lamp, and cost of this great increase is

nothing after first outlay.
Each Screen is supplied

portable as any other,

5 teet by
5 feet
Bs"
5
i
2
er)
8

9

8

»

..
-

,,

115
0
250
215

9

with

Roller and

Moulding,

PRICES.
£5
a.
150
10 feet by 10 feet
12

Gj
5

I2
12:

and is as

-

4
255

-

Zs da
400
510
0
415
0

ROLLER
BLIND

(For Cinematograph.)

0

SHUTTER
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Sole Makers:

R. FIELD

& CO., 142, Suffolk
.

ESTABLISHED

St., BIRMINGHAM.
16811.

Capable ot giving

SHORT TIME EXPOSURES

SPECIAL.

Of §, 4,4, and 1z, 2, and 3 seconds,

Hi5] INSTANTANEOUS EXPOSURES

Optical Lanterns, with 4 inch Compound Condensers and
Three-wick Lamps, 22/-; with Four-Wick Lamps, 24/-. Handpainted Slides from 4d.; Splendidly coloured 3} by 33 Slides
in sets of 12, price 2/6 per set; or four sets for 9/6. Full-sized
Changing Comic Slipping Slides, in mahogany frames, 7d.
each or 6/6 per doz.
Lever Action Slides from 1/6 each.
Rackwork
Slides (including chromatropes), 2/6 each.
Best
quality double motion Interchangeable
Chromatropes,
4/3; extra Discs from Gd. per pair. “ Lightning" double-carrier
Frames, from 1/- each.
Slides for small Lanterns from 5d. per
dozen,
New Catalogue gratis and post free.

ROBERT
Wbolesale

H. CLARK,

Limelight,

f any

=
é

“Amber”

~
39

& “Ruby

HAND

OR

Duration.

WITHOUT VIBRATION,
99

Equal Illumination

Plate.

CAMERAS,
FOR

Price from

STAND,

New

Patent

al] over

the

12s. 6d.

Exposure

Valve

3s. 6d. extra.

Price from £2 13s.6d.

Standard Pattern from 18s. 6d.

The Thornton-Pickard Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,

HERTS:

BRIN'S
For

Up to 35 second.

TIME EXPOSURES

Ilustrated Catalogues Post Free from

Optictan,

ROYSTON,

xiii.

Medical,

ALTRINCHAM.

OXYGEN.
Metallurgical,

and

other

purposes.

OXYGEN
of Guaranteed
Purity supplied in Cylinders
of the Best
BRITISH
Manufacture, and complying with all the established Trade and
Railway Regulations

The public are respectfully informcd that all Cylinders which are filled by
the Brin
Compantes (whether their own or their Customers) are labelled with the Companies’
Trade Mark.
This label guarantees the purity of the Gas, and is a further guarantee
that the Cylinder has
been tested and proved sound in every respect by the Brry Company which
has filled it. Customers who wish to procure BRIn’s OXYGEN are requested to see that the Cylinders
to them bear this label, which is also stamped with the date on which the Cylinder supplied
was filled.
The Works of the Brin ComPANIEs are open during business hours to the inspection
of
their Customers, who are at liberty to test the quality of Gas being manufactured,
and to watch
their own Cylinders being tested and filled.

Registered
Trade Mark.

Price Lists of Gases, Cylinders, and all Accessories, can be obtained from the Company’s accredited
Agents, or will be
sent Post free on application.

BRIN'S OXYGEN COMPANY, Limited, 34, Victoria Street, WESTMINSTER, S.W.
Works—69, Horseferry Road, WESTMINSTER, $.W.

Addresses—

MANCHESTER OXYGEN COMPANY, Limited, Great Marlborough Street, MANCHESTER,
BIRMINGHAM OXYGEN COMPANY, Limited, Saltley Works, BIRHINGHAM.
Please

mention

this

Journal

when

corresponding

with

Advertisers.
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THE

MAGIC

DISCOUNTS TO
TRADE.

LANTERN:

Its Construction and Use.

66

Bound

in Cloth,

5)

TRADE

6d.

CATALOGUE
POST FREE.

MARK,

“OPTIMUS” MAGIC LANTERNS *+3<° DRAWING ROOM «> LECTURE HALL.
Limelight may be adapted without alteration at an
Incandescent Gas Burner
”

extra cost of 13/-, or in lien of lamp, 7/6
»
13/”
”
7i6.
The Lens gives crisp definition, being a superior Achromatic Photographic
Each Magic Lantern is efficient for Exhibitions.
The condenser
accommodation.
focal
increasea
gaining
so
- Combination with rack and pinion. It is fittcd to a telescopic lengthening tube,
is composed of two plano-convex lenses of 4 inches diameter. The refulgent lamp has three wicks, yielding a brilliantly illuminated
picture.
Each is in box (except the 2ls. instrument).

30/-

Superior Japanned Metal

Second Quality

Body, 30/=

do.

21I-.

.

a5 zai :

“Mahogany Outside Bo eae

48/-

with Metal,

1 xNTERN
PHOTOS.
Plain,

I/-.

Coloured,

ALL
At

1/6.

ACCESSORIES
LOW

PRICES.

CATALOGUE
Cullee Lantern, Kussian Iron Body,
Brass Sliding Tubes

Mahogany Body Lantern.

Lantern

Photographs

Post

“Student's Perforated Russian Iron Body

Free.

Russian Iron Body, Adjustable
Stage and Front Tubes

Brass

Bra‘s

Sliding Tubes.

Superior Mahogany Outside Body, Lined with
Metal, highly-finished Brass Stage and 3-draw
Telescopic, Tubes.

of Various Countries’
and Peoples—Plain,

1/-;

Coloured,

1/6.

PERKEN, SON & COMPANY, oie" LONDON.

:
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caer

Take equal purts of A and B and add 5
minims of c to each ounce of mixed developer.
It will be noticed that this oxalate developer
is very much weaker than that which was
formerly used for negative work, and that the
amount of acid is also in excess.
The acid and sugar act as retarders of the
developing

action,

that is, slow it, while

with only one-fourth

Sth

432.

Improvements
in apparatus for photographing and exhibiting cinematographic
pictures.
8th January, 1900.
John Alfred Prestwich.

the

amount of water.
Add a little of this strong solution to the
developer to expedite the appearance of the
image.
Of course do not presume that you may overexpose, and modify in the development the
density of the image; for correct exposure must
be aimed at, and the endeavour made to adjust
the developer to the exposure.
The stock
solution of mixed ferrous oxalate being intended
as a means to this end. It is only in this way
that brillancy of results may be attained.
It may perhaps be necessary to mention here
that in mixing the developer for use the iron
should always be added to the oxalate solution,
never the oxalate to the iron, This latter procedure would cause muddiness in the solution
and practically ruin the developer.

January,

1900.

Leonard

Ulrich

Kamm.

611.

in rapid succession.
10th January, 1900. . Jose Ferreira Guimarais.

Improved means of exhibiting photographs

Intense lighting apparatus for instantaneous

the

bromide acts as a restrainer.
If the development should need acceleration
make use of a stronger oxalate and iron solution ;

that is, the above

311.

photography.
Copies of the following specifications may be obtained by
remitting 1/- for each specification to W. P. Thompson
é Co., Patent Agents, 322, High Holborn, London, W.C.
SPECIFICATIONS

PUBLISHED.

26722 of 1898.
Raleigh. Apparatus for taking photographic views in rapid succession, and for
presenting the same in like manner
21755 of 1899.
Koopman. Consecutive view apparatus.
21754 of 1899. Koopman. Consecutive view apparatus.

21756 of 1899. Koopman. Consecutive view apparatus.
23217 of 1899. Messter.
Apparatus for exhibiting or
displaying & series of cinematographic or
other pictures.
o:-—

4

Gorrespondence.
CHEAP

LANTERN

3

SLIDES.

To Mr. J. Hay Taylor, Editor.

Srr,—Cheap lantern slides can be produced from ood
process blocks, on varnished glass, which I think better
than lithographic slides
I do not know of any being

done commercially, but I think a trade might

be done

with them.
Yours truly,

©)

Io~

—Eo—

—© é

The following List, relating to current Patent Applications, is compiled expressly for the ‘‘ Optical Magic Lantern
Journal” by W. P. Thompson & Co., Patent Agents, of
322, High Holborn, London, W.C., to whom all enquiries
for further information

No.
24607.

should be addressed.
f
Recent Patent APPLICATIONS.
11th December, 1899.
Birt Acres.

A portable

brilliant light apparatus for theatrical stage
and other illuminating purposes.
24726.

12th

December, 1899.
Ettienne Jules Marey.
Means for regulating the speed of the
positive film whilst in motion in cinema-

tographs and like apparatus for optical
projection. (Date applied for under Patents,
etc., Act,

1883,

Sec.

103, 24th

May,

1899,

being date of application in France.)
24896.

14th

December,

1899.

Alfred

Julius

196,

(Paul,

Arthur

Joseph,

OF THANKS

TO THE

LANTERNIST.

Lo Mr. J. Hay Taylor, Editor.
Dear Str,—A few lines in reply to the criticism by
“An Operator,” in the January issue, on my letter in
your previous number, might not be out of place.
Let me respectfully point out to your correspondent
‘that he hus missed the point of my letter. I take it
that he is a professional

on the vote of thanks
suggestions

lanternist, and

from a different

therefore

standpoint.

for lectures I quite agree

with,

looks

His

but cannot

see that they have anything to do with the subject, as I
originally put it, ‘‘ Vote of Thanks to the Lanternist.”
“Your correspondent, agrees that such is only an act of
common courtesy.
Then why call it a nuisance, and put
it in the same category as the chairman’s long-winded
opening, the bill printer, the hall keeper, etc. ?
My reminder was intended to apply only where the
lanternist’s services are gratuitous.

Boult.

Improvements in or relating to apparatus
for taking
and exposing photographic
pictures.

VOTE

A.B.

Gasse,

Frauce.)
38rd January, 1900. Jacob Strérher.
Improvemeots in acetylene lamps
or lanterns
suitable for bicycles.
(Complete.)

“An

Operator’

says, in the case of a professional,

thanks

is uncalled

for.

necessary would

be better,

I would
but even

not

go

so far;:not

in his case.if the

work is well done, the thanks of an audience is an
incentive to good work later on.
Now, with regard to the ‘few shillings,” your correspondent is no doubt aware that the majority of lanternists
are amateurs, and are “so foolish as to accept less than
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.& proper adequate fee.'’ In most cases simply sufficient
to cover the out-of-pocket expenses.
are asked, sometimes
a little towards.the wear and tear of apparatus. Were

and good, and in course of time you may become a second

“Malden,” but at: the same time you must remember
that his fame was first made when there were comparatively few candidates for public favour in the lantern
lecturing line, whereas there are now many.
G. Littleboy.—Your letter’ was forwarded to Mr. Cecil

this not so, and lanternists stood together as a sort of

trade union, the few might gain in pocket, but the use
of the lantern as a means of entertainment and education
would suffer enormously.

Hepworth.. (1) We would recommend you to write
to the Warwick Trading Company, Warwick Court,
Holborn, for their latest pamphlet on the Biokam.
' (2) Using a good mixed jet you- should get a picture
about 6 feet square.
;
LR. 1. Jones.—Through the small hole in the metal plate
pass a piece of soft brass or copper wire, fasten one end
in a vice, cut off the projecting end short, and give a
slight tap with a watchmaker’s hammer; then cut the
other end short, lay the pieces on a flat piece of metal,
and give a tap or two to rivet the other side.
Be
careful not to rivet up too tightly, and .try some odd
pieces of metal before attempting to put together the
silhouette slide you are making.
;
H. E, E.—You do not supply your name and address.
E. 1, King.—The addresses you require are Messrs.
Joseph Levi & Co., Hatton Garden, E.C.; and Messrs.

It is quite true that there are very few men in any
. town with ability to give a first-class exhibition, and who
are available at short notice. If they desire to make
money out of the work, they are entitled to good remuneration as specialists, but this has nothing to do with
the vote of thanks to the lanternist who works for his
friends, and is one of themselves.

;

-

There is no necessity for long-winded thanks ; all that
is wanted is a proof that his services are valued at their
true worth.
;
.

Yours truly,

FRED.

DETERMINATION

W. COOPER.

OF PARTNERSHIP.

To Mr. J. Hay Taylor, Editor.

Wrench & Son, 50, Gray’s Inn Road, W.C.

Dear Si1zn,—We beg to notify you that the partnership
that has subsisted for some years between ourselves and
Mr. Arthur Rayment (under the style of Perken, Son &
Rayment) was determined by effluxion of time on the
31st December, 1899.
We, the undersigned,

will

continue

to

carry

P. Newland (Australia).—Letter to hand just as we are
going to press. - In our next.
R. S.—A Jens of 6 inch focus to work at f? would
probably cost somewhere about £20—not £8 for a set of
three, as you suggest, and such prices would be quite out
of the question for the purpose you mention.
They
would not give a flat field.
S. W.—For particulars of films upon which to print
lantern transparencies to be held between glasses during
exhibition, write to Messrs. Fitch & Co., Seldon House,

on

business at the same address as hitherto, under the style
of Perken, Son & Co., and (by arrangement with Mr.
Rayment) will receive accounts due to and discharge all
liabilities of the former partnership.
Trusting that the confidence reposed in the firm
during a period of nearly 50 years may be continued in

Fulwoods Rents, Holborn, W.C.

J. T.—We shall slightly alter the account of working
of the saturator, and insert it shortly. With respect to
the testing of cylinders, the Brin’s Oxygen Company see
to those that they are asked to fill, but we cannot speak
forothers.
Weare afraid that your suggestion—“ that
the quantity of gas in cylinder registered by consumer

the future,
We are, yours faithfully,
EDGAR T. PERKEN,

FREDERIC

99, Hatton Garden,
London,

L, PERKEN.

E.C.

in presence of two witnesses be what the consumer has
to pay for ''—-will not work. When filling a cylinder the

0

Six,PGE

WEN

i

quantity of a foot more

or less is not of the slightest

moment to the maker, and should consider

Défes

and

it the result

of carelessness when the proper quantity was not put
into yourcylinder.
Better senda polite note, asking that
more care be taken.
R. D. R. Green.—(1) For particulars of the opaque

AIUD Ov

Queries.

lantern

NCAR”

mentioned

in

our

columns,

write

to

Messrs.

Newton & Co., 3, Fleet Street, E.C.; limelight is required

to give anything like proper results.

Correspondents must supply their names and addresses, but,
if desired, queries can be replied to under a ‘‘nom de
plume.”

(2) C. & G., Paris,

stands for Clément & Gilmer, 140, Faubourg

|

St. Martin,

Paris. Their advertisement will be found in this issue.
Two Old Readers.—To give more effect to your cinematographic pictures, you might use what is known as
‘(a watchman's rattle’

to represent

the quick firing of

| rifles, and a big drum a little slack to represent cannon
firing.
forwarded to Mr. Ernest Elliott; probably he has comJ. Wren.—The small generator will not, we consider,
muonicated with you ere this.
give sufficient light to illuminate an 8 feet screen
H. J. Williams writes :—What course would you advise
a beginner to take who wishes to start lantern lecturing « properly.
D. S. Barrate .—Large
diameter
for the oil or
with a view of making a little over his expenses? He
has no connection and no fame. Ans.—We suppose ' acetylene light, and small for limelight.
Herbert Bert—(1)
No special advantage if both conyou intend to supply your own apparatus, and it is
densers are ‘‘suited to objective.’’ (2) The meniscus
presumed you will have a capable operator, also that you
being of slightly longer focus would probably suit better
have a good voice and a taking style. Enrol your name
with the 8 inch focuslens.
(3) No advantage if you are
with Parkins & Gotto, Spiers & Pond, and other caterers,
using limelight, but a gain if a large flame is to be
also with lantern dealers. Circularise among literary
employed, such as oil or acetylene.
and other societies, or start out boldly on a tour with a
H.E.E.—Second letter containing nam3 and address
good advance agent, who will secure halls and attend to
was received as we were going to press.
In our next.
advertising. Let your lecture ur entertainment be high-class
G. H.

P., W., M.

B., and others.— Your

letters were
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If

you

want

kV.

quality

buy

ENSES

i

JavLon.JayLon:

STOUGHTON StreET Works, LEICESTER,
AND 18 Berners Street, LONDON, W.

flopson.

Cc. W. LOCKE

MAKER OF HIGH-CLASS LANTERN

DARLINGTON’

APPARATUS

Everything cooncceaith Wace Projection Work.
J
LOCKE

S SPECIAL

LIMES,

.
y
Guaranteed

aa

:
:
One Trial will Abundantly Prove.

zs.each.

.

Ill'd.

Daily Chronicle.
Mapsby JOHN BARTHOJ.OMEW, F.R.G.S.

The Isle of Wight,
The Yale of Liangollen.|

The Channel Islands.
The North Wales Coast.

Brighton,
Bastooarne, Hastings and Be Leonards.
Bournemouth and the New Forest.

-

Bristol, Bath. Chepstow, and Wepton-saper Mares

APPARATUS and SKILLED OPERATORS for LECTURERS.
=

er:
L
1
Towyn,
armow
,an
olgelly.
Malocen,
Hototord:,
Worncnton
and
Glousecten,

‘

Slides Made and Coloured; Best Work only.
Tested
before Dispatch and nothing
a
: Personally
"
.
e

Llandrindod

Everything
haphazard.

ay

and

the Spas of

Mid- Wales.

By

E. C. CooK, and E. T. CooK,

M.A.

Llangollen: DARLINGTON & CO. London: SIMPKIN& CO.

7

Beautifid
PHOTOGRAP—HS.

Works: 244, Tottenham Court Road, London, W.

Photographs

lad Waa seek wae Cana
Rui

‘High Efficiency and No Misreprescntation.”

&c., in

Italy, Greece,

DARLINGTON

“ INJECTOR”
(JACKSON'S

xX

Wells,

3s. 6d. net. 60 Illustrations. 24 Maps and Plans.
LON DON
AND
ENYIRONS.

Gratuitous Advice in all Lantern Matters.

THE

eee

re Nothing
Petter: could, ‘be: wished \for,"—
British
Weekly.
“‘Far superior to ordinary guides."—Loxdows

LOCKE'S PATENT
HIGH-POWER JETS with Fine
Adjustment and Screw Valves.

Motto:

OKS.

Ee

Turkey,

Palestine,

of Scenery,

eos

and

Egypt;

& CO., LLANGOLLEN.

MIXED

JET.

PATENT.)

PRICEH

SOs.

KD

This is the only Mixed-Gas Jet which will work at full
power with coal gas taken direct from the town supply,
and oxygen from a cylinder. In order to effect this the
oxygen, on its way to the mixing chamber, is made to pass
through the small Injector | in the sketch at a pressure of
about 12 lbs. per square inch.
In passing through the
Injector it sucks a supply of coal gas from the pipe H,
which is connected with the house pipe, and forces it
forward through the short pipe T into the mixing chamber
M.

Here the mixed gases

meet

the baffle plate B, which

has the two-fold eftect of silencing the passage of the
gases, and ensuring their complete admixture.
The
mixedjgases then pass through holes in the edge of the plate, and so to the burner. The requisite pressure
of oxygen is obtained in the ordinary way by a fine tap on the cylinder, or an automatic regulator fitted
with a high-pressure spring to deliver at about 15 Ibs. pressure.
_

Five seasons’ experience has fully established the superiority of this Jet over all others.

It will yield

THE FULL 1,800 TO 2,000 CANDLE-POWER (so-called) of the ordinary mixed jet when taking its supply

of coal gas direct from the town’s pipe, or even froma bag without any pressure atall. If atown'ssupplyis not
available, it will work just as well with coal gas from a cylinder. We cannot see why ordinary mixed jets
should be purchased which cannot offer these alternatives. As for blow-through jets, ejectoror otherwise,
we do not know why they should be used at all, when with the same economy and convenience of working, the
Injector Jet will give two or three times the light. By removing the Injector nipple the jet becomes an ordinary
mixed jet. This can be done whenever it is desired to work with oxygen at low pressure, and coal gas from a cylinder.
The working of the Jet is simpler than that ofan ordinary jet. When the H tap is once adjusted, it does not need
to be touched again when using town’s gas. The turning off or on of the oxygen supply regulates automatically the

supply of coal gas. This is a great convenience in actual use.
Most existing jets can be fitted with an Injector to enable them to take their coal gas supply from the house pipe.
The Jet willin certain cases be sent on approval on deposit of purchase price.
MANCHESTER

OXYGEN

Great

Please

mention

Marlborough

this Journal

when

(Brin’s

Street,

Further particulars free on application to
Patent)

CO.,

LQTD.,

Manchester.

corresponding

with

Advertisers.
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A NEW PAPER FOR PRINTING AND DEVELOPING
ARTIFICIAL LIGHT OR SUBDUED DAYLIGHT.

required.

Room

No Dark

BY

EASTMAN’S

EKKO
PAPER

Can be EXPOSED, DEVELOPED and FIXED in an ordinary
room illuminated by GASLIGHT, LAMPLIGHT, or WEAK DAYLIGHT, WITHOUT RISK OF FOGGING.
Supplied in Four Varieties :—

amelled
MATTE
Tint.

for Fine Detail

DEKKO

GLOSSY

Surface

like Solio

has a Fine Grain
D E KKO
Gives Soft and Delicate Effects.

A Highly En-

Finish.

Velvety

of a Mauve

Surface

Sold

ALSO

in 1/- Packets, also

MAKERS

Solio, Matte

OF

SUCCESSORS

Royal Bromide,
Permanent Bromide,
Extra Rapid Bromide,
Platino Bromide,
Matte Bromide, Nikko

and X-Ray Papers.

EAST

EASTMAN

and

Paper

for Breadth

of

Rolls.

Limited,

TO

MAN

Photographic Materials Company, Ltd.,
43, Clerkenwell Road, LONDON, E.C.

Retail Branches:
60, Cheapside, E.C.;
PARIS:

Remarkable

in Sheets

KODAK,

Solio,

Tinted

A Cream

DEKKO.

ANTIQUE

with Surface like Hand-made Paper.
Effect and Richness of Colour.

of

a Pleasing

Fairly Heavy Substance, with a Matte Surface, showing
Irregular Grain.
Suitable for Pictorial Purposes.

MATTE

Paper

A White

DEKKO.

MATTE

EGG-SHELL

and

P.O.P.

115, Oxford St., W.;

KODAK Société Anonyme Francaise.

171-173, Regent St., W.

Avenue de I'Opéra

5.

Place

Vend6:

DEKLIN: EASTMAN KODAK Gesellschaft,
mb. H.. Friedrich Strasse rot. Markgrafen Strasse gre

ROCHESTER,

Printed and Published by the Proprietors, Tax

NEW

MaGic

YORK, Eastman Kodak Co
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